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About This Game

You have a jumping tank and you need to touch the lever and open the door.
You will encounter with anti-tank hedgehogs and logical puzzles.

Levels are divided into logical and not logical, but challenging enough.
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jumping jack fuel tank. jumping tank game. jumping leopard tank. jumping tank uppercase. jumping into bass pro tank. tank
jumping into water. jumping tank steam. gap jumping tank. jumping forward shark tank. fish jumping in tank. pleco jumping
out tank. jumping beans tank top. jumping kangaroo shark tank. jumping tank. kuhli loach jumping out tank. plecostomus
jumping out tank. jumping castle water tank. fish keeps jumping out tank. jumping spider tank size. jumping cromwell tank.
tank girl jumping. russian jumping tank. tank jumping trench. jumping spider tank. fuel tank jumping jack. tank jumping and
shooting. jumping jumperoo shark tank. jumping in fish tank at bass pro. guppy fish jumping out tank. jumping into shark tank.
tank jumping ditch. jumping tank badge. goby fish jumping out tank. jumping bugs in fish tank. tanks jumping into water.
danios jumping out tank. jumping jennie tank. jumping fish tank. bala shark jumping out tank. cartier tank jumping hour.
jumping spider in tank. bearded dragon jumping around tank. arowana jumping in tank. jumping out of the tank. tank jumping
videos. bass pro jumping in tank. shark tank jumping toy. jumping tank gif. jumping the shark tank. baker jumping tank.
jumping castle thomas tank engine. thomas tank jumping castle. stop fish jumping out tank. bastion jumping tank. jumping tank
steam badge. jumping a tank. fish jumping out tank

This program was my favorite when it was owned by Sony. I bought this in the hopes that it would maintain my high
expectations. I've managed to make a few videos with it amidst all the crashes; and there have been a lot.

Besides the crashing, theres another huge and dissapointing bug. It likes to glitch audio snippets from previous clips (even if i
delete the clip glitching) into other clips. It even renders the glitched and bugged audio into the final product.

Support told me to delete the sfv or whatever files it creates, which i did and was easy, but it makes new ones and there seems to
be no solid fix for me. I hope i'm the only one with this problem, but if im not, it's making me use an old video editing software
when i'd prefer to use VEGAS instead.

I'll repost if i ever find a solution or if they patch it for me.. QUE OTA?!!?!??!. Maciej Targoni's latest creation, Up Left Out,
maintains its usual quality and adds a more balanced feel to it, like a bath that it is just the right temperature. However, if
you are up for bigger, badder challenges, check out his Relaxing Puzzle Box pack.. MAY CONTAIN SPOILERS*
Downloaded Dev Guy.
Had a few laughs at the outside-box thinking of this game.
To be absolutely honest, this wasn't as good as I expected. The game was too short and even though it had some alright jokes,
there just weren't enough / most of them weren't funny for me to catch onto.
It took me less than 20 minutes to complete this game (as I recall.)

At first, the gameplay was ok. Like a puzzle game, you have to go around and find items to unlock other things. You play as
a disgruntled games developer who wants to upload his game, but everything goes wrong for him! (>_< Unlucky guy.) Who
has to end up hacking everyone else's computer as a last resort to release his game!

Each computer has a minigame attached to it:

One about a stickman who gets 'lucky' in his dreams.
(Seriously, it took me guts to put quotes around it. I'm not going into any more detail...)

One about a box.

One about jumping.

One about ponies.

And one about dating people ._.

However, towards the end, It contained WAY too many ponies towards the end even though the main character didn't like
them. It really killed the game for me and all it tells me is that the actual developer is a Brony. (True or False, If I was one,
I'd do the same in a game!)

TBH, fandom completely aside, I'd rather play a game which is 'All-Ponies' or 'No-Ponies', rather than 'We'll build up the
story and then put ponies in.'
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Then I Accidently pressed [Tab] and got all the commands for the game.

6/10.
I recommend.
Not One Finger Death Punch standard for an indie game, but not the absolute worst either.
Best played only in short bursts (or if you completed the game flawlessly, so you can see what the game overs look like.). This
game is a haruki murakami story with Takeshi Kitano directing. Or vice versa. I can see it either way. It may not be as
"oddball" as murakami, but it has his charm, subtle humanistic characteristics that drive an appeal to the player to all the
characters. It has Takeshi's gangster vibe, without being overly violent. It is like they made the perfect child.

The above description is how I imagine it being and it makes me all the more happy to play it, however, the game does have
some flaws too. Some moments seem to be very important but seem forced or shoehorned in at inpportune times, especially
when a glitch causes you to be unable to leave a cutscene or move after one, etc (I made a pose and a cutscene started and I
couldn't leave the fold arm pose).

A lot of the characters seem great, but also 2-dimensional most of the time. I am still playing the game and after 9 hours, i
really wish to be able to get to know them more. I would love to see a certain sidestory go on with a character's development
other than RIngo's as you interact with them more. Ie, interact with a girl, it becomes a romance story. Interact with the
friend that is a fighter, you have a fight redemption story, seeing the dreams of another friend fulfilled, or even the coming
of age for all of them as a group with a buddy-buddy Outsiders type finish.

There is a lot of poetry waiting to be had here and some of it works well.

Don't expect this to be like Scott Pilgrim or River City Ransom (though heavily influenced). Think of it as an indie movie
with a lot of relatable emotions and situations.

I think it is worth it and would definitely recommend to support this developer.. So to talk about the game, first we gotta hand
it to game the good parts they did. When you start to play the game it feels very immersive, have a beautiful atmosphere, very
detailed mechanics etc. Everything feels nice and polished, you feel the urge to explore more, do new things and get the know
the game. There is a story or the exploration gamemodes ofc. So you can do whatever you want and play however you want.
That is the dream right?

BUT, here is the problem. Game designed to be on a illogical dynamics to keep you in a constant grinding so you have to play
for long hours. Game offers you very feeble content and you start to face it after many hours of grinding. The things that
you have found in first few hours are the %95 of the content. After 10 hours you ask yourself "What the hell am I doing?"
and there is nothing to answer this. The magic of those few hours suddenly vanishes into thin air and leave you a this bland
visual grinding. Every story you have is basically "I'm damaged need something to fix it moment". Ofc when this happens
first time, you have the adrenaline rush, and maybe the second time and the third time. But after that you start to feel little
bit tiring. But it doesn't stop there same thing happens more and more and more and more up to a point you feel this is it, this
is the game. Game just a dark sinkhole with nothing to really do.

You literally play games to clear your mind from the real life's constant grinding and the game expects you to the same thing
with a feeble content. Remember FarCry 3 quote about the madness? This is the game version of it.. I don't really suggest this
game. It's slow moving, repetitive, easy.

I paid 98 cents (let's just say a dollar) for this game, and i still feel unsatisfied. I would have enjoyed it a little more if it
would move faster.

If there were 2 things I could change about the game, it would be the walk speed and the 'smoothness' when you walk(It's a
little gittery and it has nothing to do with lag).

I would also like to note that there are no settings, so you get what you get.

However, I do think this game exceeds my expectations in other areas. I do like the seemingly handpainted background of the
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game, the lighting effect and the fact that it doesn't lag at all.

P.S. : The game also promises Trading cards, but there aren't any. I think the developper(s) might have confused 'Trading
Cards' with 'Achievements'. I personnally don't play for trading cards, but I don't very much appreciate it when they don't
deliver what they promise.
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Aaaaahhhh... Bentley...... do I need to say more? ;-)

Adds a classic and a modern-day Bentley to the game. As the Continental GT reminds me of my dream car Jaguar S-Type (the
younger one, not the one from 1960s), it feels like I'm repairing its bigger brother... *hehe*

Extraordinary amount of detail in the interior. Definitely recommended.. In my opinion the game has to much bugs to be
playable, sure its a early access but when there are more bugs then functions , it kills the game. Hope this will change later, but I
dont recommend this game in this state of development.. yep yep its good dlc. The game was weird. The graphics the plot, it
didnt make much sense. 2/10 not the best game but I recomend it to people who like puzzle games.. If you are still reading this
and you don't have the game then you are missing out on a great adventure.. TL;DR version:
-Real price of the full game is $14 since the nudity and spank material is a extra $3.99 ATM but the base version is
youtube\/twitch friendly so there is that
-Game is flawed but has a lot of heart and its nice to see the developer show growth
-Its comfy as heck and is a interesting play through to say the least
-Early game is very difficult but mid to late game not so much
-Roguelike RPG where every run is about 1 to 2 hours.
-I liked it

I considered the first Evil Maze a very quirky and fun game despite its very glaring flaws and design. To be honest the whole
game felt like a labor of love created by people who where fairly new to the RPG maker system and weren't quite sure how to
make the game they really wanted. Nonetheless I still returned to the game time and time again to try to grind and figure out
how to beat the final boss. The endearing charm the original had was strong enough to warrant multiple play through's and I
enjoyed it more then I should have. Though lets be honest here, the original Evil Maze had some serious problems and I could
imagine how much more I would have enjoyed it if it was a little more fleshed out.

So imagine my surprise when I boot up steam and lo and behold Evil Maze 2 is staring me right in the face. This came out of
absolutely nowhere and a march 8th release the same day as DMC 5 is very high IQ play since everyone would be checking the
steam store in case they didn't pre-order it and maybe stumble upon this game. I don't remember any kind of announcements
from ZOV either prior to this games release. If possible I think the team should at least some have kind of social Media outlet so
we can follow them or make more announcements on steam since this games release literally came out of left field.

That said What about the game itself though? Is evil maze 2 a good enough sequel to warrant a price hike (Original EM1 was
like $1.99 base game $2.99 DLC) Or is it just the same game with new maps and new boobs to look at?

Thankfully Evil Maze 2 retains its wonderfully comfy dungeon crawler style game while making improvements throughout the
board. The new UI is a welcome and charming addition, the combat has improved a bit and has a tutorial going over the magic
system this time, and the maps are switched out every play through for a more rogue like experience. Spells and items while not
translated to 100% accuracy, have descriptions that are actually accurate enough to understand. The emphasis on secret walls
and maps has increased by ten fold which does lead to aimlessly looking for random wall tiles but finding the secret areas feels
quite rewarding so its not too bad. Level design is actually a bit more streamlined and smaller for most maps which does benefit
the games emphasis on secret walls.

Boss fights are now a thing every 3-4 stages, most of which introduce a new waifu to beat the snot out of. Winning most boss
fights will reward you with BG of the main character making "Precious memories" with whatever boss character you defeated.
If you only have the Censored version though these are nothing more then cute illustrations, while uncensored provides the adult
material you are looking for. I actually want to commend the developers on the boss fights because when I don't have a magic
spell like lightening or anything like that they are actually quite a challenge and where pretty fun. I am not sure if these are just
original designs or pre-made assets but I quite liked the design and art of characters. That said the boss dialogue won't knock
your socks off, it uhh.... pretty much just boils down to "I need to get through why do we need to fight?" and the boss responds
with "THE KING IS PRETTY COOL HUH?" with some funny or exceedingly violent mis-translations tacked on for good
measure.

Evil Maze 2 actually has normal enemies that move now! If you played the original you know that was only reserved for only
one enemy (Literally the last boss). And while I do enjoy the comfy experience of walking around and fighting static enemies I
think having normal enemies that move are a vast improvement. That said it only happens with a small portion of the monsters
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you encounter and the majority of enemies you find remain standing still just like in Evil Maze 1. And while, I don't want all the
enemies to rush you at the door for no reason or quickly zoom around the map at a annoying fixed speed, I would love to see
more moving enemies in future Evil Maze installments.

Also something to note to the developers, you can make more crystal puzzles. I quite like puzzles.

So yes, Evil Maze 2 is a vastly superior experience to 1 and I plan and going through the game on multiple playthroughs because
its comfy and I like to see what kind of unique design choices the developers chose to put in the game. These "unique" design
decisions kept me coming back to the first Evil Maze in all honesty. Same holds true here, for example "why does clicking on a
rock bring up a secret shop?", "why does this hedge let me clip and reach this area and that one does not?", "why does moving
the snow balls hurt me", ane "why am I swinging a dolphin around as a weapon?". It is very cathartic and absurd and I love it.
These quirky design choices make no sense and its very endearing to me.

That said, the game is still Evil Maze so it uhhh... yeah its got some problems still. Teleporting back and forth to the same
teleporter just to continue in a certain route was a re occurring crime in EM1 and its still here though not as prevalent. Once
again the beginning of the game is the most difficult and challenging portion while the late game can sometimes be a bit too
easy. "Target Spells" such as lightning and Ice Burst do ruin the boss battles and make them easy to cheese your way to victory.
The RNG Gods can screw you quite hard within the first 3 levels, sometimes making it so you don't even have enough keys to
continue, (on most runs you should be fine though). There are secret top tier weapon's you can choose to use and just steam roll
everything but if you do want a more challenging experience I suggest not using them. And the ending I got on my first
playthrough was a little dissatisfying to say the least but thankfully the game does have a different ending if you beat it multiple
times.

So is it worth the increased price? Well despite the complaints above I would consider myself a fan of this game and I think its
pretty decent, for $9.99 (its current price plus $4.99 for the adult content). I would say if you found the first one charming like
me or just know just what your getting into I would say just go ahead and buy the game since the series is showing growth and I
would like to see more EM games from the developer. However don't be fooled if you don't like RPG maker titles this one here
is not going to change your mind. BUT if you want a very cute booby RPG Maker game with a lot of Heart you found it right
here.

Here is a video of me playing the game I guess: https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=pIAUc2U8zqo. Set shortly after the
events of Operation Abyss, a new threat - the Embryo - has appeared in the skies over Tokyo and unleashed a horror upon the city
below. With Alice Mifune and her allies captured by the Embryo it's up to the New Xth Squad to take the fight to the Embryo and
save the day!

Operation Babel is a re-release of the third and final game in the Generation Xth series, Generation Xth: Code Realize, originally
for the Playstation Vita. In terms of gameplay, Babel is basically everything Abyss was, only better. They fixed a lot of the
problems of the first game, added a new "sub-class" system that lets you take the skills of a secondary class, and even added a new
class, the Conjurer. (Side note, I feel like the Conjurer must be a mistranslation because they don't conjure anything. They charm
monsters in battle and while their spells are stated to be summons, the mechanics involved and the fact that the spell class is listed as
"TRAN" implies that it's actually transformation, not summoning. But I digress.)

That said, it still isn't great. I mentioned in my review of Abyss that it was based on the first two games Experience Inc. ever made
and that it shows... well, Babel is based on the third game they ever made and that also shows. It isn't terrible and it did improve on 
Abyss but it's also still pretty short and the extended post-game is weak. It's essentially just a series of battles against the same seven
bosses you've already fought, over and over, getting slightly harder each time. Forgive me as I give the biggest, longest yawn ever.

As for the story... it really ticked me off a lot more than I feel like it probably should have. It isn't bad, but I'll get to that in a bit.
First, the reason why I hated it. It's quite simple, really - it's because I liked Operation Abyss. Yes, even though it wasn't the best
story ever, I really liked it, so much so in fact that I immediately went out and spent money that I didn't have just so I could play this
game and see how it ends. It didn't take long for me to regret that decision. Like I said, the story isn't bad but it has nothing to do
with Operation Abyss.

First, all of the characters get changed out. This applies to your own characters - as I mentioned, this is the NEW Xth Squad - but
also all of the supporting cast from the first game get shoved to the side for the sake of new characters. I mentioned in the 8 Rules
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for Character Customization that a good way to tick me off is to make me feel like my characters don't matter. Abyss never
made me feel that way. Not only did Babel make me feel that way, it retroactively made me feel that way about the last game
because no one even seems to remember my old team.

What's especially weird is that the original Code Realize allowed you to import your team from Code Breaker, who would become
playable after you killed the final boss. This was removed from the PC port for reasons lost to the wit of man.

Second, it completely ignores the sequel hook from the end of Abyss with Mu'La becoming the "new King of Babyl," instead making
Mu'La a lackey to the new villain, the Embryo.

That said, the story isn't terrible. It's all fairly competently written. It also explains the origin of Babyl, the Abyss, and the Xth
Squad's powers, and that explanation actually ends up being pretty damn cool. The story ticked me off because I was a fan of 
Abyss but after I accepted it for what it was I found that I actually enjoyed it quite a bit.

Well, there is actually one weak link in the story: partway into the game you receive a mission to go back to the graveyard level
from the previous game. This mission relies heavily on callbacks to Abyss in order to confuse you, and feels like it was written
before the decision was made for this to be a new team. None of it makes any sense from the perspective of this being a NEW Xth
Squad, especially not the end of it when you're saved by the ghost of a person who died in the last game who supposedly appears
because of his "strong connection" to your characters... who he never met. Just, what?

Oh, and also there is no English voice acting. It's not a huge deal because the text is still in English, but it is disappointing and a little
strange considering that Operation Abyss was fully voice acted in English.

At the end of the day... even with 107 hours of enjoyment from this game, I have to admit that it's just objectively not good. At the
same time, it's also not as bad as the last game in the series either. Still, my ruling for the purposes of the Steam version of this
review remains unchanged. This game is not recommended, and I suggest in its place trying out Stranger of Sword City, which is
actually another game I need to review here at some point.

Until then...

KR Rating: 3\/5 MEDIOCRE

Read my original review here.
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